
 

In the dictionary, resilience is defined as ‘the capacity to recover quickly from difficulties’. This 

means having the ability to keep going and not giving up. You have to work at becoming resilient 

– it won’t be easy or happen straight away! In order to become resilient, you have to develop 

and practise it. There will always be situations throughout life which you will find difficult: a 

piece of work in class, some homework you can’t complete or a piece of art work. Resilience is 

the ability to keep going and have another go. Remember, making mistakes is good because that 

is how we learn. When we make mistakes, it’s what we learn and how we deal with them which 

is important. Remember not to feel frustrated or angry at yourself – we all make mistakes! 

Activities 

 Take some time to reflect on your own resilience and use 

these sentence starters to discuss with an adult. Have a go at 

completing these sentences… 

Thinking back in my past, I have shown resilience when… 

I need to show determination when…. 

I can show determination by… 

 

 Have a look at the situations below which you may find 

yourselves in during secondary school. What positive lessons 

can you learn from them?  

You forgot to bring your PE kit to school on your PE day. 

You forgot to hand in your homework.  

It’s food technology the next day and you’ve only just 

remembered you need ingredients. 

You had a disagreement with your friend and now you’re aren’t 

talking. 

 Look back over the work you have completed whilst at home 

during lockdown. Were there any tasks you did not complete 

because they were a little tricky? Can you have another go?  

  

 

 

- Don’t give up 

 

- Talk and ask for help 

 

- There may be days when 

you feel fed up and 

overwhelmed. On those 

days, do something that 

makes you happy 

 

- Take a break! If you’re stuck 

on a problem and you’ve 

spent a long time on it, 

sometimes a little break can 

be helpful. Come back to it 

with a clear mind 

 

- Remember our growth 

mindset lessons…’I don’t 

know it YET!’  

 

                                                  Discuss! 

               You’re completing your maths homework and you have a 

tricky question; you have already tried multiple times but you keep 

getting different answers. You begin to feel frustrated. What can you 

do to resolve this? 


